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Abstract. We promote the use of explicit medical knowledge to solve retrieval of information both visual and textual. For text, this knowledge is a set of concepts from a Meta-thesaurus, the Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS). For images, this knowledge is a set of semantic features that are learned from examples within a structured learning framework. Image and text index are represented in the same way: a vector of concepts. The use of concepts allows the expression of a common index form: an inter-media index. Top results obtained with concept based approaches show the potential of conceptual indexing.
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Introduction



Medical CBIR systems can assist doctors in diagnosis by retrieving images with known pathologies that are similar to a patient’s images. A Medical CBIR is also useful for teaching and research. A lot of existing CBIR systems [10] use primitive visual features to index visual content such as color or texture. We promote the use of explicit knowledge, to enhance the usual poor results of CBIR in the medical domain like specialized systems [9]. Pathology bearing regions tend to be highly localized [3]. Hence, local features such as those extracted from segmented dominant image regions seem an eﬃcient solution. However, it has been recognized that pathology bearing regions are diﬃcult to segment out automatically for many medical domains [9]. Hence we believe is desirable to have a medical CBIR system that does not rely on robust region segmentation and indexes images from learned image samples. On the textual side, combining text and image generally increases retrieval performance. Simple approach consists in combining several Retrieval Engines at retrieval time. Fusion of retrieval results has been largely studied mainly for text engine [7] and usually at querying time. In this paper, we present our work on medical image retrieval that is mainly based on the incorporation of medical



knowledge in the system. For text, this knowledge is the one contained the Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS) Meta-Thesaurus produced by NML1 . For images, this knowledge is in semantic features that are learned from samples and do not rely on robust region segmentation. We experiment two complementary visual indexing approaches: a global indexing to access image modality, and a local indexing to access semantic local features. This local indexing does not rely on region segmentation but builds upon patch-based semantic detector [5]. We propose to represent both image and text in a common inter-media representation. In our system, this inter-media index is a weighed vector of UMLS concepts. The use of UMLS concepts allows our system some degree of abstraction (ex: language independent) but also unify the way index are represented. To build this common index representation, fusion is necessary, and can be done either at indexing time, fusion of indexes, or at querying time, fusion of weighed document retrieved list. We have experimented both approaches with a visual modality ﬁltering, designed to remove visually aberrant images according to the query modality concept.
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Concept Based Textual Indexing



Concept based textual indexing consists on selecting concepts from a concept set relevant to document to be indexed. In order to build a conceptual index, we need: – a Terminology: it is a list of terms (single or multi term) from a given domain in a given language. Terms are coming from actual language usage in the domain. They are generally stable noun phrases (i.e. less linguistic variations than any other noun phrase), and they should have an unambiguous meaning in the restricted domain they are used; – a Set of Concepts: in our context, a concept is just a language independent meaning (with a deﬁnition), associated with at least one term of the terminology. – a Conceptual Structure: Each term is associated to at least one concept. Concepts are also organized into several networks. Each network links concepts using a conceptual relation; – a Conceptual Mapping Algorithm: it selects a set of potential concepts from a sentence using the Terminology and the Conceptual Structure. We have chosen UMLS as a terminological and conceptual data source to support our indexing. It includes more 5.5 millions of terms in 17 languages and 1.1 millions of unique concepts. UMLS is a “meta thesaurus”, i.e. a merge of different sources (thesaurus, terms lists), and is neither complete, nor consistent. In particular, links among concepts are not equally distributed. It is not an ontology, because there is no formal description of concepts. Nevertheless this large set of terms from medical domain enables us to experiment a full scale conceptual 1
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indexing system. In UMLS, all concepts are assigned to at least one semantic type from the Semantic Network. This provides consistent categorization of all concepts in the meta-thesaurus at a relatively general level. Despite the large set of terms and term variations available in UMLS, it still cannot cover all possible (potentially inﬁnite) term variations. So for English texts, we use MetaMap[1] provided by NLM that acts as the conceptual mapping algorithm. We have developed a similar simpliﬁed tool for French and German documents. Take notice these concept extraction tools do not provide any disambiguation, also concepts extraction is limited to noun phrase: i.e. verbs are not treated. Extracted concepts are then organized in conceptual vectors, like a conventional Vector Space Model (VSM). We use VSM weighting scheme provided by our XIOTA indexing system [2]. We have chosen the classical tf · idf measure for concept weight, because we made the assumption concepts statistical distribution to be similar to terms distribution. As text indexing is a separate process for the three languages, concept vectors can either be fused, or queried separately: in that case, separate query results are fused. We have chosen this second solution. Table 1. Results of textual runs Rank 1/31 2/31 3/31 5/31 10/31



run ID Textual CDW Textual CPRF Textual CDF Textual TDF Textual CDE



MAP 26.46% 22.94% 22.70% 20.88% 18.56%



R-prec 30.93% 28.43% 29.04% 24.05% 25.03%



Table 2. Results of automatic visual runs Rank run ID 3/11 Visual SPC+MC 4/11 Visual MC 6/11 Visual SPC



MAP 06.41% 05.66% 04.84%



R-prec 10.69% 09.12% 08.47%



One major criticism we have against VSM is the lack of structure of the query. It seems obvious to us that it is the complete query that should be solved and not only part of it. After query examination, we found out that queries are implicitly structured according to some semantic types (e.g. anatomy, pathology, modality). We call this the ”semantic dimensions” of the query and manage them using an extra ”semantic dimension ﬁltering” step. This ﬁltering retains answers that incorporate at least one dimension. We use semantic structure on concepts provided by UMLS. Semantic dimension of a concept is then deﬁned by its UMLS semantic type, grouped into semantic groups: Anatomy, Pathology and Modality. This correspond to the run “Textual CDF” of Table 1. We also tested a similar dimension ﬁltering based MESH terms (run “Textual TDF”). In this case, the association between MESH terms and a dimension had to be done manually. Using UMLS concepts and an automatic concept type ﬁltering improves the results. We also tested query semantic structure by re-weighting answers according to dimensions (DW). Here, Relevance Status Value (RSV) output from VSM is multiplied by the number of concepts matched with the query according to



the dimensions. This re-weighting scheme strongly emphasizes the presence of maximum number of concepts related to semantic dimensions and implicitly do the previous dimension ﬁltering (DF)2 . This produces our best results of 2006 ImageCLEFmed with 26% of MAP and outperforms any other classical textual indexing reported in ImageCLEFmed 2006. Hence we have shown here the potential of conceptual indexing. In run “Textual CPRF”, we test Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF). From the result of late fusion of text-image retrieval results, three top relevant documents retrieved are taken and all concepts of these documents are added into query for query expansion. Then, a dimension ﬁltering is applied. In fact, this run should have been classiﬁed in the mixed runs as we also use the image information to have a better precision in the three ﬁrst images. We also tested document expansion using the UMLS semantic network. Based on UMLS hierarchical relationships, each database concept is expanded by concepts positioned at a higher level in the UMLS hierarchy and connected to this concept with respect to the semantic relation “is a”. The expanded concepts have a higher position than document concept in UMLS hierarchy. For example a document indexed by the concept “molar teeth” would be also indexed by the more general concept ”teeth”. This document would be thus retrieved if a user asks for a teeth photography. This expansion is not eﬀective (“Textual CDE”) is 4 points below dimension ﬁltering.
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Concept Based Visual Indexing



We developed a structured learning framework to index images using visual medical (VisMed) terms. They are typical patches characterized by a visual appearance in medical image regions and having an unambiguous meaning. Moreover VisMed term is expressed in the inter-media space as a combination of UMLS concepts. In this way, we have a common inter-media conceptual indexing language. We developed two complementary indexing approaches: – a global conceptual indexing to access image modality: chest X-ray, gross photography of an organ, microscopy, etc.; – a local conceptual indexing to access local features that are related to modality, anatomy, and pathology concepts. Global conceptual Indexing This global indexing is based on a two level hierarchical classiﬁer according to mainly modality concepts. This modality classiﬁer is learned from about 4000 images splitted in 32 classes: 22 grey level modalities, and 10 color modalities. Each indexing term is characterized by a modality, anatomy (e.g. chest X-ray, gross photography of an organ) and sometimes, 2



Because the relevance value is multiplied by 0 when no corresponding dimension is found in documents.



a spatial concept (e.g. axial, frontal), or a color percept (color, grey). Training images come from CLEF database (about 2500 samples), from the IRMA3 database (about 300 samples), and from the web (about 1200 samples). Images from CLEF was selected after modality text concept extraction followed by a manual ﬁltering. The ﬁrst level of the classiﬁer corresponds to a classiﬁcation for grey level versus color images using the ﬁrst three color moments in the HSV on the entire image. The second level corresponds to the classiﬁcation of modality knowing the image is in the grey or the color cluster. For the grey level cluster, we use grey level histogram (32 bins), texture features (mean and variance of Gabor coeﬃcients for 5 scales and 6 orientations), and thumbnails (grey values of 16x16 resized image). For the color cluster, we have adopted HSV histogram (125 bins), Gabor texture features, and thumbnails with zero-mean normalization. For each SVM classiﬁer, we adopted a RBF kernel exp(−|x − y|2 ) where γ = 2σ1 2 and with a modiﬁed city-block distance: F 1  |xf − yf | |x − y| = F Nf



(1)



f =1



where x = {x1 , ..., xF } and y = {y1 , ..., yF } are feature vectors; xf , yf are feature vectors of type f; Nf is the feature vector dimension, and F is the number of feature types4 . This just-in-time feature fusion within the kernel combines the contribution of color, texture, and spatial features equally [6]. Probability of a modality MODi for an image z is given by:  P (MODi |z, C)P (C|z) if MODi ∈ C (2) P (MODi |z) = P (MODi |z, G)P (G|z) if MODi ∈ G where C and G denote the color and the grey level clusters respectively, and the conditional probability P (MODi |z, V ) is given by: P (c|z, V ) = 



expDc (z) Dj (z) j∈V exp



(3)



where Dc is the signed distance to the SVM hyperplane that separate class c from the other classes of the cluster V . After learning using SVM-Light [4], each image z is indexed according to modality given its low-level features zf . Indexes weight are probability values given by Equation (2). Local conceptual Indexing Local indexing uses Local Visual Patches (LVP). LVP grouped in Local Visual Concepts (LVC) linked with concepts from Modality, Anatomy, and Pathology semantic types. The patch classiﬁer uses 64 LVC. 3 4
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F = 1 for the grey versus color classiﬁer, F = 3 for the conditional modality classiﬁers: color, texture, thumbnails



In these experiments, we have adopted color and texture features, SVM classiﬁer with same parameters as global indexing. Color features are the three ﬁrst color moments of Hue, Saturation, and Value. Texture is mean and variance of Gabor coeﬃcients using 5 scales and 6 orientations. Zero-mean normalization is applied. The training dataset is composed of 3631 LVP extracted from 1033 images mostly coming from the web (921 images coming from the web and 112 images from the CLEF collection ∼ 0.2%). After learning, LVC are identiﬁed during image indexing using image patches without region segmentation to form a LVC histogram. Essentially, an image is tessellated into overlapping image blocks of size 40x40 pixels after size standardization [5]. Each patch is then classiﬁed into one of the 64 LVC using the Semantic Patch Classiﬁer. Histogram aggregation per block gives the ﬁnal image index. Each bin of the LVC histogram of a given block B corresponds to the probability of a LVCi presence in this block. This probability is computed as follows:  |z ∩ B| P (LVCi |z) (4) P (LVCi |B) = z  z |z ∩ B| where B is an image block, z an image patch, |z ∩ B| the intersection area between z and B, and P (LVCi |z) is given by Equation (3). Visual conceptual retrieval We propose three retrieval methods based on the two indexing. When several images are given in the query, fuzzed similarity is the maximum of each similarity values. The ﬁrst method (“Visual MC”) corresponds to the global indexing scheme. An image is represented by a concept histogram, each bin corresponding to a modality probability. We use Manhattan distance between two histograms. The second method (“Visual SPC”) uses the local UMLS visual indexing. Distance is the mean of block by block Manhattan distances on all the possible matches. The last visual retrieval method (“Visual SPC+MC”) is the mean fusion of the two ﬁrst methodes: global and local. The 2006 CLEF medical task is particularly diﬃcult: the best automatic visual result was less than 8% of MAP. Mixing the local and global indexing, is our best solution with 6% of MAP5 as showed in Table 2. Manual query construction gives by far better results (between 15.96% and 14.17% of MAP), but can still be consider as low regarding the human eﬀort and implication into the system to set up queries and produce relevance feedback. See [11] for more details.
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Inter-Media Retrieval and Fusion



We propose three types of fusion between conceptual based visual and textual indexes: querying time linear and visual ﬁltered fusion using modality concept, 5



The Mean Average Precision and the Recall-precision computed in imageCLEFmed for the run Visual SPC+MC was 6.34% and 10.48% respectively because we only submitted by error the 25 ﬁrst queries.



and indexing time fusion. The querying time fusion combines visual and textual similarity measures: the Relevance Status Value (RSV) between a mixed6 query Q = (QI , QT ) and mixed document D = (DI , DT ) is then computed by an normalized weighted linear combination of RSV: RSV (Q, D) = α



RSVT (QT , DT ) RSVI (QI , DI ) + (1 − α) max RSVI (QI , z) max RSVT (QT , z)



z∈DI



(5)



z∈DT



where RSVV is the maximum of visual similarity between all images of QI and all images of DI , RSVT is the textual Relevance Status Value. DI denotes the image database, and DT denotes the text database. The factor α allows control of the weight between textual image similarity. After some experimentations on imageCLEFmed 2005, we choose α = 0.7. The result “Cpt Im” in Table 3 is the overall best combination. It shows the good complement of the visual and textual indexing: from 26% for the textual retrieval and 6% for the visual retrieval, the mixed retrieval provides 31% of MAP. Table 3. Results of automatic mixed runs Rank run ID MAP R-prec 1/37 Cpt Im 30.95% 34.59% 2/37 ModFDT Cpt Im 28.78% 33.52% 3/37 ModFST Cpt Im 28.45% 33.17% 4/37 ModFDT TDF Im 27.30% 37.74% 5/37 ModFDT Cpt 27.22% 37.57% 17/37 MediSmart 1 6.49% 10.12% 30/37 MediSmart 2 4.20% 6.57%



The second type of fusion implies a common inter-media conceptual indexing for ﬁltering: both index (image and text) are in the same Conceptual Vector Space. A comparison between query concepts related to modality and image modality index is done in order to remove all aberrant images using a threshold. We tested this approach with, ﬁrst, a ﬁxed threshold for all modality (“ModFST”), and, second, an adaptive threshold for each modality according a conﬁdence degree given to the classiﬁer according this modality (“ModFDT”). These two methods increase the results of the purely textual retrieval. Finally, indexing time fusion has been experimented with a fuzzyﬁcation algorithm that takes into account concept frequency, document parts localization and conﬁdence of concept extraction (see [8] for more details). Oﬃcial submission was erroneous “MediSmart”: we now obtain 25.68% of mean average precision without dimension ﬁltering. This good result demonstrates the potentiality of InterMedia Conceptual Indexing with a indexing time fusion. 6



I for image and T for text
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Conclusion



In this paper, we have proposed a medical image retrieval system that represents both texts and images at a conceptual level using concepts from the Uniﬁed Medical Language System. Hence text and images indexes are expressed in the same conceptual inter-media space. This enables the ﬁltering an fusion at this level, and enables an early fusion at indexing time. With top results, we demonstrate the eﬃciency of the use of explicit knowledge and conceptual indexed for text. This solution is less eﬀective on images. Even if currently our best results are obtained using querying time fusion, we believe that conceptual inter-media indexing time fusion is a new approach with a strong potential that need to be investigated. This work is part of the ISERE ICT Asia project, supported by the French Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs.
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